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General Knowledge Reference Book
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We innovate how 
the world learns 
through credible 
and memorable 
experiences.”

We are Britannica Group, Inc, 
the world-wide leader at the 
forefront of the information  
revolution for 250 years.
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The Encyclopædia Britannica is the single-oldest, 
English-language general knowledge reference 
book, dating back to Scotland, 1768. It had been 
published in print format up until 2012 when the 
company decided to shift online. There are no 
longer any print editions.

Britannica has released a total of 15 editions. 
Topics covered range from history to the arts and 
science to philosophy. The company is also well-
known for having subject experts review any mate-
rial before publishing, ensuring readers consistent 
and thorough knowledge of the subject.
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Who We Serve Statistics
The encyclopædia is used by students, teachers, 
librarians, and researchers—anyone with the  
tendency to learn new things.

Including 110 Nobel Prize winners 
and 5 U.S. Presidents

*

Internet users who regularly visit 
general information sites (UK)
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140M+
students

80
translated  
languages

20M
unique 
monthly 
visitors

3K+
expert 
contributors*

59%

55%

52%

47%

40%

37% 16-24yo

25-30yo

35-44yo

45-54yo

55-64yo

65+yo
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Competitor Analysis

Wikipedia
The Free Encyclopedia

Free Internet-based encyclopaedia, 
started in 2001, that operates under 
an open-source management style.

Encyclopedia.com
Digital Encyclopedia

Free world reference resource that 
gathers and sorts numerous 
encyclopedia entries.

Strengths
Thorough information; citations 

Weaknesses
Search engine-like results; no visual 
media; other encyclopedia entries 
make up the article pages

Strengths
Highest SEO on search engines; Free; 
Updated frequently; NPOV; digital 
generation; 46+ million articles

Weaknesses
User-generated editing; UI design; 

Google
The Search Engine

American search engine company, 
founded in 1998 by Sergey Brin and 
Larry Page that is a subsidiary of the 
holding company Alphabet Inc. 

World Book
Trusted Encyclopedia

American encyclopedia catered to 
enriching student learning and work-
ing alongside school curriculum.

Strengths
Widely used (70% of searches are 
made on Google); Ask questions in 
the search bar

Weaknesses
Endless search results; biased results 
based on SEO preferences

Strengths
Accompanies school curriculum; 
catered to younger audiences;  
better organization; engaging

Weaknesses
Many subsciption plans; expensive;

Most 
encyclopedias 
are simply 
unnattractive
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Britannica Homepage
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Problems with Britannica
- Articles aren’t frequently updated 
- Numerous product selection
- Inconsistent organization 
- Sign-in function is not on the public website 
- Overwhelming amount of information 
- Textbook feel 
- Current mobile app is messy

Our learning shouldn’t have to be expensive. The 
current public site has a login button and yet the 
most it allows users to do is play quizzes; these are 
further only shareable on social media platforms 
and not on the site itself.
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Current Logo
The encyclopædia has had a trademark thistle 
for a large part of its branding history. Sadly, the 
world has forgotten the plant’s symbolism to the 
company’s identity. Additionally, the logo is simply 
cluttered regardless of its vectorization.

Logo Uses
Web Navigation Bar, Pop-up banners, and as 
the app’s search icon. It can be used whole, half, 
cropped vertically and horizontally.

Britannica Typeface
The current logo typically has an all 
caps Encyclopædia and first captial 
letter Britannica.

Search Browse Thi
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The New
Britannica

Primary Goal
Make The Encyclopædia Britannica the attractive, 
go-to place for personalized & engaged learning.
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B Construction
The logo treatment was inspired  
by the encyclopædia’s traditional  
learning symbols—the owl and  
magnifying glass. To make it unique 
to Britannica, the owl takes the 
shape of the capital B.

Because there was such a drastic 
shift from print to digital, the logo 
further serves a clean look.

Primary Logo

Cropped Logo

Secondary Logo

Alternate Britannica B

The New Logo
The logo needed to have an updated, timeless 
look to appeal to younger audiences who have 
expressed an interest in self-learning.
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Visual Identity

Aa
Open Sans

Desktop
H1       48px  
H2       34px
H3       30px
H4       13px

Desktop
H1       27px  
H2       24px
Body   20px

App
H1       20px

App
H1       20px  
H2       18px
Body   16px

Aa
Bree Serif

Typefaces

#222961#273468 #DF7962

Primary Secondary

#FFC762 #D0D2DE

Color Palette

Iconography
All UI symbols used throughout the 
app and desktop were created on 
the same grid as the logo.

Dashboard Connections Bookmarks Puzzle Solver Bright Ideas

Home Search

Badges

Journals HighlighterSettings

Notes

Mastery
Tracker

Podcasts

23
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Photography
Britannica relies just as much on 
visual media as text to build up a 
thorough article. Images can be:

- black and white (historical)
- brand color oriented
- colorful so long as the cropped logo  
  is clearly visible if placed on top
- educational and captivating

Brand Tone
Britannica is first and foremost an 
information provider, however, its 
language should not deviate from a 
pleasant tone.
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User Personas
Stephanie Tully
Young Urban Professional

“As an office-worker, I’m bound to 
my desk from dusk till dawn. This 
sucks because I have little time to 
dedicate to my interests or personal 
growth, which are important things.”

Age 26
Status In a relationship
Location New York, NY
Archetype Sage & Regular Girl

Interests
- Donating to sustainable causes
- Critiquing indie films
- DIY Home projects

Needs
- To stay updated all the same
- Time to pursue intellectual interests

Goals
- Learn something new everyday
- Explore a new hobby
- Be an inspiring older sister

Interests
- Stand-up comedy
- Portrait photography
- Cooking new meals

Needs
- Unbiased general information
- A healthier meal plan

Goals
- Become a psychologist
- Graduate with honors
- Successful Youtube channel

Kenneth Lane
College Student

“As a psych major I enjoy learning 
about other people. It’s partly why I 
question everything and find joy in 
analyzing anything. Because of this, 
I realized that there’s so much I still 
don’t know.”

Age 21
Status Single
Location Boston, MA
Archetype Sage & Jester

Stephanie downloaded the Britannica app to learn more about women in 
science to encourage her younger sister to pursue a career in STEM. After 
reading a few articles she created an account to track her learning to become 
a regional subject expert in historical women.

Kenneth is gathering information for a psychology paper. After making an 
account on Britannica he started reading articles and organizing them in his 
notes section. He also took advantage of interviewing a general psychology 
expert with the live chat.
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Site Maps www. App

CategoriesCategoriesCategory CategoriesCategoriesArticleSearch

Demystified Biographies GalleryLog In / Sign Up

Profile

Dashboard

Podcasts

Notes

Home

Trending Now

Just for You

Bookmarks

Notes

Bookmarks

Log In / Sign Up

Subject ExpertMulti-Media

#WTFact

Quizzes

Lists

On this Day

CategoriesCategoriesExpert

Live Chat

CategoriesCategoriesCategory

CategoriesCategoriesArticle

Podcasts

CategoriesCategoriesYour Podcasts

CategoriesCategoriesFeatured

CategoriesCategoriesCategory

Search Dashboard
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Britannica
Key Features

Feature #1 - 
Mastery Tracker

Your personalized mastery 
tracker is the portal to your 
learning history and goals. It 
stores your recent articles, site 
history, bookmarks and web  
recommendations.

Feature #2 - Note taking 

Articles are full of useful 
information that deserve 
highlighting, bookmarking, 
saving, sharing and citing.
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Feature #3 - Live Chat

Chat with an expert in 
the field you are currently 
learning about. Read the 
expert’s short bio and FAQ 
right below the chat box.

Feature #4 -  
Subject Experts

Members can earn a  
special expert badge on 
their Britannica profile 
page once they reach a 
certain milestone in their 
given field.

Biographies Live Chat
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Britannica Desktop Search By Category
Pull-down menu for  
subject browsing.

Featured Articles
Each subject will have 
articles to spark curiosity.

H
om

epage
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Podcasts
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Britannica App

H
om

epage

Search Britannica

Article Page
All articles have a text-to-
speech feature to make 
reading on the go easier.
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Tracker is seamlessly synced to the desktop  
version. You read here, it’s updated on there, too.

Bookm
arks

Podcasts
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Britannica App

App Navigation
Icons turn yellow to signal section.

Rounded Corners
The search bar, images, and buttons 
all incorporate 4px rounded corners.

Podcast Banner
Remains directly above the  
navigation as you listen.

Micro interactions
Article camera lens, tool kit wiggles, 
graphs animate, mastery tracker 
elements can be dragged. 
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Introducing Last Scene
Last Scene

Search Britannica

Art

Astronomy

Additional 
UI Elements
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The Navigation Bar
Icons turn blue when selected.

The Search Bar 
The bar remains in the same space 
regardless of the page you browse.

Buttons & Sections
The desktop buttons are sharp.

Cards
Mastery tracker elements and note 
cards feature an orange band along 
the bottom as well as an outer glow.
Only the notes utilize a 4px border.

Save ChangesSee More Contribute

Britannica D
esktop
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Hira Ali UX/UI Web
Ashley Aviles Art Direction
Lauren Steigerwald UX/UI App


